Dear Reader,

We are pleased to announce that Microsoft Live Labs is sponsoring the distribution of four issues of the recently established journal *Internet Mathematics* to academic and professional libraries. This sponsorship reflects the appreciation of the goals and standards of the journal by the scientific staff at Live Labs. It also addresses the well-known economic situation in the library market that makes the introduction of new journals difficult and slow.

With the increased awareness of *Internet Mathematics* among scientists and librarians, readers will recognize its value for the dissemination of new research in the important area of large, complex information networks such as the Internet. Live Labs and *Internet Mathematics* share a common goal in the advancement of knowledge for these types of networks.

On the inside back cover, you will find a manifesto that describes the vision, philosophy, and strategy of Live Labs. This manifesto also outlines the structure and personnel needs of Live Labs. The opportunities described there may be of great interest to your professional development.

We hope that you find the journal useful for your work and that you will recommend it for inclusion in your library.

Sincerely,

Microsoft Live Labs

Gary William Flake

A K Peters, Ltd.

Klaus Peters
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